
PRODUCT

Description: Tierrafino Fix serves as a strengthener for clay plasters and as a sealant for 
very absorbing surfaces in the interior.

Composition: Cellulose binder, tree resin binder, water softener, preservative, water.

Packaging: 5 l container.

Consumption: Approx. 0,2 l/m2 when used as a strengthener for Tierrafino Finish and Base.

Storage advice: Store dry and cool but free of frost.

Workability: Once opened, Fix must be used within 2 years.

AREA OF APPLICATION
Fix serves as a strengthener of clay plaster and as a sealant of very 
absorbing substrates in the interior. Fix mixed with water settles dusting 
substrates. Tierrafino Fix can be mixed with pigments and water to create 
veilered layered effects onto Tierrafino Finish and Kalk. Add Tierrafino Finish
to Fix to create a rough textured paint. 

PROPERTIES • Ready to use
•White when wet and transparent after drying
• DIY/Professional
•Nearly odourless. contains no VOC’s

APPLICATION

Circumstances: The air- and substrate temperature must be at least 5°C.

Substrate: Dry and free of dust and grease.  

Mixing: Fix is ready to mix with water. Shake the container well to achieve a 
homogeneous liquid. 

Application: There are 3 ways to apply Tierrafino Fix to strengthen clay plaster: 

Mixing in the tub: Mix 1 liter Tierrafino Fix with 4 liters water, stir it well. 
Now add 25 kg Tierrafino Finish/Base to the mixture and stir well until a 
spreadable paste is achieved. Apply this mixture to the wall or ceiling as 
described in the Product sheet of Tierrafino Finish/Base. 

After laying on: Mix 1 part Tierrafino Fix with 4 parts water in a bucket, stir 
well. Apply Tierrafino Finish/Base as described, after stiffening of the 
plaster, sponge the clay plaster with the mixture of Fix and water. After this 
treatment, finish as described in the Product sheet of Tierrafino Finish/Base. 

After finishing: After Tierrafino clay plaster has been applied and succesfully 
finished, Tierrafino Fix is applied as followed: Mix 1 part Tierrafino Fix with 4
parts luke warm water, spray regular water onto the finished clay plaster to 
make it overall equally humid, e.g. the color of the clay plaster must be 
dark. Do not saturate the plaster, apply only just enough water to have the 
color change. Saturate a sponge with the Fix and water mixture, squeeze 
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most of the mix out, apply the mixture with the sponge by way of circular 
movements onto Tierrafino Finish/Base. Be careful not to have the mixture 
running down the wall due to the sponge being too wet. Now brush the 
clay plaster as described in the Product sheet of Tierrafino Finish/Base. 

Note: The second method of application of Tierrafino Fix (After laying on) is 
regarded the most efficient and easiest way of application. 

As a sealant: Apply Fix with a brush or roller in its pure form or mixed with water to 
substrates to make them less absorbing.

Drying time: Under normal circumstances (+20°C and 60% relative air humidity), Fix is 
dry between 2-6 hours. Hardened out after 2 days. 

Thinner: Water.

Safety advice: Avoid contact with eyes and mucous membranes. With induced risk 
(ceilings) wear safety goggles. For further information consult the 
Fix Material Safety Data Sheet.  

TOOLS Safety goggles, protective gloves, stirring stick, water spray, sponge, 
hand held brush, masking tape.
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DISCLAIMER Although this product description has been put together with utmost 
precision, Tierrafino will not be liable for any indirect or direct damage that 
may occur, by using the information offered in this product description.
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